LEARN MORE, COOK MORE, SHARE MORE.

There are so many
reasons to host a
Thermomix® Cooking
Experience.

There is no better way to learn about Thermomix® than to see it in action. Whether you’re
already an owner or simply curious to find out more, hosting a Cooking Experience opens
the door to a lifetime of deliciousness and confidence in the kitchen. What’s more, host a
qualifying Cooking Experience and you’ll unlock exclusive offers on this range of must-have
Thermomix® accessories listed below. When it’s this delicious, why not collect them all?

LI M ITE D TI M E O FFE R
Save up to $265* on a Bowl, Blade and Lid (BBL) set.
Host a qualifying Cooking Experience between 31 March – 12 May 2022
and you can unlock a special price on a BBL set.
Host
Price

Host price when
guest buys TM6

TM6 BBL Offer

$375

$275

$110
(Save $265)

TM5/TM31 BBL Offer

$365

$275

$110
(Save $255)

Value

Host
Price

Host price when
guest buys TM6

Oval 2.5L
Thermomix® Server

$160

$50

FREE

Round 2.6L
Thermomix® Server

$135

$30

FREE

White 2.2L
Thermomix® Server

$125

$30

FREE

Thermomix® Baking Mat
and Oven Mat Pack

$90

$25

FREE

Host Reward

Talk to your Consultant today about
hosting a Cooking Experience.
Don’t have a Consultant? Please visit our
AU or NZ websites to book your cooking experience.
Limited to one Host Reward per qualifying Cooking Experience. To qualify for the ‘Host price’, a minimum of three separate households including the host must attend. To
qualify for the ‘Host price when guest buys TM6’ there must be a minimum of two separate households including the host, and at least one Thermomix® TM6 must be purchased
by a guest present at this Cooking Experience. Host Rewards are valid while stocks last. Value means the full price at which we would offer the item for sale to the public but
does not mean it has been or will be offered to the public. The Bowl, Blade & Lid Set Host Reward Option is only available between 12pm AEDT, 31 March and 11 AEST, 12 May
2022 or while stocks last. The Bowl, Blade and Lid Set pictured in this flyer is for the Thermomix® TM6 model. Prices correct as at 31 March 2022.
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TM6, TM5
& TM31

Value

2.5L Oval
Thermomix® Server

Learn more, share more, cook more
through Thermomix® Cooking
Experiences and Host Rewards.

Whatever the meal, this elegant
oval shaped Thermomix® Server is
designed to keep it warm – or chilled
– until you’re ready to serve. Think
about summer barbecues, roasts,
curries, side dishes, pastas, dips and
crudites... even pancakes or muffins.
It’s also ideal as a cute serving dish or
as a share plate for events.

LIMITED TIME OFFER
31 March - 12 May 2022

BOWL, BLADE & LID SET

Our biggest secret to multi-tasking and speeding
up prep time is no secret – it’s a second Bowl
Blade and Lid Set. Once you’ve got an extra bowl
for your Thermomix®, you’ll wonder how you ever
managed with just one!

2.6L Round
Thermomix®
Server
Our most popular in the
range because there are
so many uses! One of
our favourites is leaving
risotto to stand in this
Thermomix® Server for a
couple of minutes before
serving. It becomes the
perfect consistency.

2.2L Round White
Thermomix® Server

Thermomix® Baking Mat
(60cm x 40cm)

Thermomix® Oven Mat
(40cm x 30cm)

The latest addition to our
Thermomix® Server family – did you
know our new white Thermomix®
Server fits perfectly in the Varoma®?
Yes! That means you can use it to
ferment yoghurt in your TM6.

Made from durable flexible silicone,
the Thermomix® Baking Mat can
handle temperatures from -40°C up
to 280°C. Use it for proofing pizza or
bread dough, or use the guides for
cake decorating.

Kiss baking paper goodbye with this
premium quality Thermomix® Oven Mat.
It’s small and handy, but big enough to
line a large oven tray. Use it to roll-up sushi
or line a baking tray for crisping up hash
browns or biscuits.

